
The  S t i l l  
L i f e

B i l l i n g s  C a m e r a  
C l u b  C o m p e t i t i o n

• A panel of five, from different backgrounds in 
life, loved the opportunity to review, critique 
and debate what was or what was not still life. 
Thank you for including us in your process.

Judged by
The Miles City Photography Club



Bad day at school– Justin Blackman

Diane Erhart:  clever, inventive, sharp, colors for me are slightly dull

Ross Magnuson: Like the simplicity of this and the emotion it evokes, nice composition, 
maybe a little under exposed.

Miles City:  Subtle and creative!  Love the simplicity and depth of this 
photo; lighting could be better but subject material are superb!



beach still life – Carolyn Jones

Diane Erhart:  sharp, interesting shapes, good lighting 
maybe take the straight edge object out.

Sheila Ruble:  composition a bit crowded. Crab legs 
colorful touch 

Ross Magnuson: Like the different textures, nice 
exposure

Erin Bean:  Interesting subjects with a lot of potential- I 
especially like the difference in textures between the 
sand and the botanical elements. I am having a hard 
time determining what the dark object at the top is and 
how it correlates to the flowers.  Perhaps a slightly 
different composition of the objects would have 
provided context. 

Miles City:  This evokes memories of all the 
unusual things one finds on the beach-good 
example of still life theme.  Clear and well 
composed.



Bobbles and Feather – Diane Erhart

Sheila Ruble: skillful and artistic arrangement of 
feather and rocks with pleasing yellow 
background and colors of rocks  echoing color of 
feather. Tack sharp. Honorable Mention

Ross Magnuson: Nice set up, technically well 
done, good color harmony and composition.  Nice 
Job!  3rd Place

Jerry Jacobs: This is a very creative photo. The 
composition frames the center of the feather 
nicely, and the surrounding bobbles add to a 
colorful display that holds the viewers 
attention. Attention to detail is illustrated in the 
perfect focus of all the elements, and the 
converging lines of the feather lead one’s eye 
directly to the focal point. The background was 
wisely chosen, and it complements the overall 
scene. This photo has a compelling visual impact 
and is pleasing to the eye. Certainly, this is a photo 
to be proud of. Honorable Mention



Bobbles and Feather – Diane Erhart

Larry Bean:  3rd Place

Lionel Tapia:  Honorable Mention

Erin Bean:  The sharp focus and detail, color 
harmony, and composition are all really lovely in 
this image.  Well done! 2nd Place

Joseph O’Brien: Like the way the colors work 
together. 

Miles City:  Very artistic, great use of 
color and composition.  Would make a 
beautiful framed piece of artwork.



Candlelight Dinner Gone Wrong
Dianne McDermand

Diane Erhart:  Great title, crisp, good 
lighting, well thought out

Sheila Ruble: great idea. Makes you wonder 
what happened. Red and white effective 
color choices. 

Joseph O’Brien: Personally, I find the border 
effect distracting. 

Ross Magnuson: Like the story and all the 
work put in this, technically well done, A little 
busy so no real center of interest, clean up 
border

Laurie Gebhard: Really like the theme, 
shows emotion!  I’d try cropping in tighter, 
however.  I like the border, but if it continues 
around the entire image as is, try a color that 
stands out on all sides. Honorable Mention



Candlelight Dinner Gone Wrong
Dianne McDermand

Joseph O’Brien: Personally, I find the border effect 
distracting. 

Ross Magnuson: Like the story and all the work 
put in this, technically well done, A little busy so no 
real center of interest, clean up border

Erin Bean: This combination of photo and title 
definitely tells a story. I like the idea that the border 
echoes the color of the background, but find it to 
be distracting against the white tablecloth and I 
find my eye being drawn down to the bottom of the 
image.  Perhaps a fine point solid border would 
have a similar effect without distracting from the 
central image?

Miles City:  Great use of color, border 
and superior composition.   Makes me 
wonder…what did go wrong???  Gives 
the viewer lots to think about, great 
impact. Nice use of background color.



Diane Erhart:  Good title, great colors, petals are slightly hot, composition is nice

Sheila Ruble: Lovely colors with background complimenting flower color. Simple, 
effective composition and good lighting

Joseph O’Brien: Has our vote for Second Place. Great colors appear to be 
ideally lite. Like the folds in the slightly out of focus background fabric. The focus 
on the subject is crisp and lovely. 

Lionel Tapia:  3rd Place

Ross Magnuson: Nicely done, like the of set composition, color harmony and 
unique use of light.

Laurie Gebhard: Love the mum inside the wine glass.  Good composition.  The 
subject feels “classy.”  However,  not fond of the contrasting “warm/fuzzy” 
background.  Would rather see this with a crisp backdrop. Honorable Mention

Patrick McDonald: 3rd Place

Erin Bean: Striking composition and lighting. I really like that you chose to 
frame this with the glass and flower off center.  I might suggest a slightly 
wider crop on the left and bottom to allow ‘breathing room’ for your subject 
and to allow more of the shadow and reflection to be seen.

Miles City:  Beautiful use of color and light, this photo would 
translate well into the world of advertising.

Chrysanthemum Wine – Jaye Butler



CRYSTAL – Teus Sterkenburg

Diane Erhart:  Interesting shapes and colors, lighting is good, 
slightly out of focus, maybe a deeper DOF

Sheila Ruble: would like to see base crystal lighter 

Ross Magnuson: Interesting picture, like the colors and composition, 
maybe make the background solid white would be helpful

Erin Bean: Visually interesting composition contrasting the dark on 
the bottom with the rainbow of colors on top. I feel like the focus 
could be a bit sharper on this image to really showcase the angles 
and lines of the crystals. I would also recommend a fine point border 
in a darker color so that edges of your image aren’t lost when 
viewing in an application with a white background.

Miles City:  This photo makes the viewer wonder if there 
is more to be told…interesting textures and lighting. 
Seems like crystal is slightly out of focus.



Family time – Justin Blackman

Diane Erhart:  clever, inventive, sharp, colors for me are 
slightly dull although better in this image, maybe a vertical?

Sheila Ruble: clever idea 

Jaye Butler:  How remarkable that three paper clips can 
be arranged to convey such tender emotion.

Ross Magnuson: Love this photo, the simplicity and 
emotion is great.  Like the baby being different color, 
maybe clone out tape

Erin Bean: It looks like you had a lot of fun imagining and 
composing your images!  So creative to take everyday 
objects and manipulate them to create a scene and a 
story. I would recommend a fine point border in a lighter 
color so that the top edge of your image isn’t lost when 
viewing in an application with a black background.

Miles City:  Clever and creative use of simple 
objects to tell a story.



Diane Erhart: Wonderful photo, great composition, good colors and lighting. 1st Place tie

Sheila Ruble: background obscures subjects—they get lost. Lighting is a bit harsh in places.  
Needs some thematic connection between subjects.

Joseph O’Brien: The focus on the subject is crisp and the setup very thoughtful. Personally, I 
find the pear distracting and the background fabric seems so as well because of the bold 
wrinkled finish. Some contrasting pastel color on the fabric might be nice. 

Larry Bean: This was one of my favorite images.  I like the concept, selective focus and 
composition but wish that it would have had just a little more pop.  I think if there were a bit 
more contrast by say making the background fabric darker in the vicinity of the seed heads or 
if the seed heads were more saturated it may be an even stronger image. Honorable Mention

Lionel Tapia:  2nd Place

Ross Magnuson: Nice color harmony, enjoy the flower pointing at pear  The background 
although a good color is is distracting with wrinkles, maybe blur it.

Patrick McDonald: Honorable Mention

Laurie Gebhart: Love this!  It has an interesting composition which flows successfully around 
the image 1st Place

Flower and pear - Greg Sullivan



Jerry Jacobs: This photo has a nice visual impact. The overall simplicity of design 
adds an element of elegance to this photo that cannot be overstated. The viewer’s 
attention easily captures the drooping flowers leading to the pear in perfect 
composition. The background was wisely chosen to provide a subtle contrast 
without distracting from the subject. The artistic impression is commendable, and 
the focus is perfect. The only suggestion I have is to remove the glare from the 
sides of the glass, as it presents a minor distraction. Otherwise, nice job! 
Honorable Mention

Erin Bean: I feel like the maker has composed this image expertly to bring so 
much visual interest to the subjects.  I especially like how the viewer’s eye is 
drawn in this image; the texture and vignette of the background draw focus to the 
central image and the asymmetrical balance of the subjects, the mirroring of the 
stems of the flower and pear, in conjunction with the down turned flower really 
lead the viewer’s eye through the image. 3rd Place

Miles City:  Excellent composition, masterful use of color and 
textures, and lighting.  Rules of thirds and rule of odds.  Great effect 
to get the stem to stand up straight.

Flower and pear - Greg Sullivan



Gambler's Choice – Sheila Ruble

Diane Erhart:  Interesting subject and great title, good lighting a 

little busy I would take out the checkers, pocket watch thing and 

one or two of the cards.

Sheila Ruble: Red background eye catching. Spill of dice out of 

cup helps hold composition together Ross Magnuson: Nice colors 

and technically well done.  Nice lighting.  A little busy so hard to 

find center of interest

Erin Bean: I feel like the maker has composed this image expertly 

to bring so much visual interest to the subjects.  I especially like 

how the viewer’s eye is drawn in this image; the texture and 

vignette of the background draw focus to the central image and 

the asymmetrical balance of the subjects, the mirroring of the 

stems of the flower and pear, in conjunction with the down turned 

flower really lead the viewer’s eye through the image. 

Miles City:  Great impact with color, nice composition.  
Leans more towards storytelling than still life.



Glass in Light Pipe – Larry Bean

Diane Erhart:  Good placement of glass bead for 
composition, almost monochromatic, interesting texture 
on background.

Sheila Ruble: Soothing, pleasing colors but doesn’t 
seem to fit still life

Ross Magnuson: Nice color harmony, enjoy the streak 
of light taking you to the subject, the focus is a little soft

Miles City:  Wouldn’t consider this a still life 
but do like it! Very artistic, pleasing to look at, 
good elements.



Happy Halloween – Dennis Hirning

Diane Erhart:  Creepy, sharp, conveys emotion, creative. Honorable 
Mention

Sheila Ruble: gruesome but effective! Background compliments 
color of vice, sharp.

Larry Bean: Honorable Mention

Ross Magnuson: Very well done, great color harmony and use of 
gradient.  Simple background works well, nice angle and 
composition. 2nd Place.

Laurie Gebhard: Interesting without being frightening.  I’d consider 
cropping even further into the actual vice.  Unfortunately, wrong 
season for this subject matter, coming from a big fan of the holiday. 

Erin Bean: This image is a real attention grabber would be curious to 
know more about your creative process.  The colors and vignette are 
great.  The composition and juxtaposition of the hard metal again the 
soft texture of the hand are also well taken.  1st Place

Miles City:  Very creative.



Healthy Breakfast – Lionel Tapia

Diane Erhart: colorful, interesting shapes,

Sheila Ruble: would make a great puzzle 

Ross Magnuson: Like the use of the odd numbers and 
how the position of the bottom berry? Is different than the 
other two

Erin Bean: The texture and colors are really good.  The 
tomatoes really pop against the background of nuts and 
seeds.  I think you could take this to the next level of visual 
interest if you showed the breakfast in an interesting bowl, 
added a spoon, etc.

Miles City: Interesting texture and a good 
contrast of colors.  Would make a great 1000-
piece puzzle!



HUMMINGBIRD
Teus Sterkenburg

Diane Erhart:  beautiful piece of glass, like to see more light on the sculpture, 
dust spots

Sheila Ruble: Needs more to be something other than just a documentary shot 
of a glass figurine. Perhaps a real flower lying in there someplace…

Joseph O’Brien: Like the composition and shading, but it appears as though 
the photo needs to be cleaned up a bit, perhaps noise reduction as well. 

Larry Bean: I like the lighting and general composition of this image.  The 
piece is well presented.  In my opinion, as I viewed this image I found myself 
somewhat distracted by the grain in the background and what appears to be 
possibly dirt specks.  I feel like this image could be improved by running a 
denoise program and cloning out the distracting specks.

Ross Magnuson: Nice job and good use of theme , maybe a little 
underexposed, your sensor may need to be cleaned (or the background)

Erin Bean: The placement of the figurine within the frame works well for visual 
flow and the use of lighting and muted shadow lends to the overall feel of this 
photo. I would suggest cleaning up the image a bit in post processing to even 
out the background and remove dust spots. 

Miles City:  Sensor is dirty.  Good subject matter for a still life; might benefit 
from a different background.



Impermanence - Erin Bean

Diane Erhart:  Creative and interesting, good lighting, sharp

Sheila Ruble: Novel idea, outstanding lighting 

Larry Bean: First Place

Ross Magnuson: Nice job, love the set up and balance, maybe a little under exposed, 
good focus and composition. Honorable Mention

Miles City: Intriguing, mysterious (good use of special effects), thoughtful 
subject matter, excellent composition and lighting.



Sheila Ruble: Needs to be lighter in exposure. Colors very pleasing. Bobbles 
create nice leading lines

Bob Ruble: The more I look at this, the better I like it. Awesome choice of color and 
composition. Background interesting but not distracting.

Ross Magnuson: Nice color harmony and composition, technically very well done 
and nice reflections - Good Job! Honorable Mention

Laurie Gebhard: I like the idea and the background but would like to see a tighter 
crop on the bottom showing less of the vase’s shadow.  The color is almost too 
vivid for my taste, and I am wondering what this would’ve looked like in Black & 
White. 

Erin Bean: The reflection and the way that you laid out the glass beads really leads 
the viewer’s eye through this image. I would have liked to have seen this shot 
without the ‘sticks’ in the vase so that the glass beads behind the vase could have 
been more prominent.

Miles City:  Great use of color, very interesting to the eye, good 
composition.  Photographer very creative in using lighting and focus.

Mysterious – Diane Erhart



once upon a midnight dreary
Carolyn Jones

Diane Erhart:  Great way to portray a poem, lighting is good, I would like to 
see a connection between the open and stacked books.

Sheila Ruble: Very nice lighting and excellent composition. Could use a bit 
more space in bottom of photo so book not so crowded up against margin.   
Highlights on bird could be toned down a bit.

Ross Magnuson: Like the technigue and the idea.  Might benefit with a little 
background and light on the table (unless they are supposed to be floating)

Laurie Gebhard: Love the subject, but the background might be too 
simplistic.  Perhaps introducing a geometric background could also tie in the 
open book with the stack of books. 

Erin Bean: The composition and lighting of the raven on top of the old books 
stands out well against the darkness of the background. I would suggest 
experimenting with a different arrangement for the open book.  I really like 
the way it is lit and the detail of the edge of the pages, but feel if perhaps it 
were propped up, it would appear more prominent in the frame, cohesive 
with the other elements, and ultimately draw the viewer into the image.

Miles City:  Artistic, tells a story😊.  Good use of lighting.



Pheasant Memories – Bob Ruble

Diane Erhart:  Interesting photo editing, well done, lighting is great, 
maybe a sharper image of hunter 

Sheila Ruble: Too much empty space in center of photo—maybe 
move dog closer to handler would help.  Clever concept and great 
lighting

Joseph O’Brien: Has our vote for Honorable Mention. Nice 
composition. 

Larry Bean: Honorable Mention

Ross Magnuson: Like the technique and technically well done.  
Maybe reduce the opacity of the black background so a little of the 
field is visible

Patrick McDonald: Honorable Mention

Erin Bean: Great storytelling elements in the photo.  The lighting and 
focus of the gun, pheasant, and shells against the black 
background works really well.  I like the muted quality of the hunting 
scene, but feel like it could be bumped up slightly so as not to 
overwhelm the other elements, but so the viewer can fully 
appreciate the nuances of the hunter, dog, and grasses.

Miles City:  Good leading lines, beautiful subject matter.



Primary And White – Dennis Hirning

Diane Erhart:  Detail is lost in the cherries, good concept, I think one needs to 
work with this a bit more.

Joseph O’Brien: Appears to us to be whiter than it needs to be. 

Ross Magnuson: Like the high key look and color. The flower looks a bit digitized 
and the overall picture is a little soft.

Erin Bean: I really like the concept and arrangement of this image using the 
varying sizes and shapes for the white vases and primary color elements.  I would 
be curious to know about the technique and post processing used on this image 
as it looks like the flower has a ‘painterly’ effect, but perhaps not the red and blue 
objects?  I like that the white pieces are not in visual competition with each other 
or the white background, allowing the colored elements to really pop, but I would 
experiment with a combination of lighting and post processing so that the edges 
of the white pieces are well defined and the color objects are sharp and distinct.

Miles City:  Striking-would be great in advertising! Little overblown, 
but good use of primary colors.



red red wine – Patrick McDonald

Diane Erhart:  Wine glass is sharp, too much red, the spots are overpowering, 

Sheila Ruble: Needs more light on main subject and sharper focus, with less distracting 
background. Candle on right is merging with wine glass., as is bottle on left. Try 
separating them a bit 

Ross Magnuson: Nice picture, great color harmony and theme, The bokkah on the lights 
add to the dimension.  Nice Job! Honorable Mention

Jerry Jacobs: This photo is perfectly balanced, not only with the material elements, but 
with the color scheme as well. The artistic impression is beyond reproach and the 
composition is superb. The photographer’s attention to detail is duly noted in the out of 
focus background and the thin shadow line reflected from the wine glass, all of which 
adds to the elegance of this photo. The overall lighting reflects a level of difficulty that is 
not often seen or mastered but is easily appreciated in the quality of this photo. Nicely 
done! 2nd Place

Miles City:  Good beginning elements of a still life (composition, lighting).  
Keep it up!



Sign of the Times – Laurie Gebhard

Diane Erhart:  Great placement of subjects, antique finish 
adds to the allure, the weed-stick lower right I would crop out

Joseph O’Brien: Like this photo. It appears so authentic. Like 
the cigarette butts. Has our vote for Honorable Mention.

Ross Magnuson: Like this picture but feel it would benefit from 
another element in the picture

Miles City: Interesting technique used. Love the 
feel of the shot.



Sitting Idle – Gloria Allwin

Diane Erhart: Good title, the finished dress-
buttons-ribbons add interest

Sheila Ruble: Composition could be 
improved by moving object on right over so 
that it doesn’t blend into sewing machine. 
Maybe trade places with button bottle. Also 
experiment with a slightly lower angle so not 
looking down quite so much. Black and white 
good choice for the subject 

Ross Magnuson: Nice theme and like that is 
B&W to show old age, would benefit from a 
vignette to move your eye more to center of 
interest



Sitting Idle – Gloria Allwin

Erin Bean: I like the concept of this image and I think 
it works well in black and white.  It think it would be 
fun to incorporate more notions and sewing tools in 
the shot to further give the impression that someone 
has left mid way through their project. Another 
consideration may be the angle at which this was 
shot depending on the intent of the maker.  A lower 
perspective may help the viewer feel a part of the 
scene instead of an observer. 

Laurie Gebhard: Like the subject and selection of 
Black & White image.  I would try cropping in tighter 
and concentrate more on what’s on top of the sewing 
machine cabinet rather than including it’s
surroundings. Honorable Mention

Miles City:  Black and white makes all the 
difference in this still life. Great subject with 
interesting and complex details, good 
composition.  Makes the viewer want to 
keep looking at it.



Skullduggery
Dianne McDermand

Diane Erhart: Technically great photo, composition: good, 
beautiful designs on skulls,  what is the dk brown stripe 
near white tip of tail-dust spot? 

Sheila Ruble: Whimsical photo with dead mink (?) under 
skulls adding a grim, thought provoking note 

Ross Magnuson: Like the colors in this photo, maybe 
feather the vignette a little

Miles City:  Interesting subject matter, good use 
of contrasting color and lighting.



Terracotta Warriors – Larry Bean

Diane Erhart:  Unique subject, black certainly sets apart 
the subject

Sheila Ruble: Simple, very effective composition with 
great lighting. Placement of horse leading out of image 
and then warriors behind anchoring it  is very well done. 
Honorable Mention

Joseph O’Brien: Appears out of focus. 

Ross Magnuson: Nice idea, would benefit with a subtle 
background, focus appears to be off

Laurie Gebhard: I appreciate the interesting composition.  
Sadly, it doesn’t appear to be in focus. 

Miles City:  Not really a still life, but interesting 
subject matter. Good use of monochrome color.



The Rival – Sheila Ruble

Diane Erhart:  Good lighting, clever and well thought out, 
love the rocks! Honorable Mention

Sheila Ruble: Not really a still life, more a diorama. Nice 
lighting

Ross Magnuson: Nice picture, nice color harmony and lit 
nicely.  Could benefit with a little color in the background

Erin Bean: A very interesting piece and the title helps define 
the story.  I would be curious to know about the process 
behind this, whether it was physically composed or through 
elements of photoshop. 

Miles City:  Black background makes photo 
impactful.



The Thin Blue Line – Ross Magnuson

Diane Erhart:  Technically great photo, good related subject 
matter, composition is good. 3rd Place

Sheila Ruble: tells a story. Elements all tie together and blue 
line as a frame finishes off the photo.  Objects are well placed 
to make a pleasing whole. Honorable Mention

Jerry Jacobs: This photo is well composed especially since 
the rifle lies at a diagonal to the opposing corners. The 
highlighting compliments the important elements of the scene 
but is not excessive. Certainly, the photo has a visual impact 
as well as an emotional impact which captures the viewers’ 
attention. The exposure is appropriate, and all the elements 
are in perfect focus. The only distraction could be in having 
too many foreground items. Perhaps, one magazine and 3 
bullets would simplify the photo? This would help prevent the 
eye from darting back and forth between objects. Overall, a 
very nice display, and a tribute to our law enforcement folks. 
Honorable Mention

Patrick McDonald: Honorable Mention

Miles City:  Evokes emotion, good composition.  
Speaks volumes about the photographer.



Twin Rivals – Laurie Gebhard

Diane Erhart: Clever aging technique on the image

Ross Magnuson: Like the picture and idea to match title.  Find the light board distracting

Miles City:  Special effect created by using filter makes this photo 
interesting and creative.  Good composition and use of lighting.



Vanitas - Erin Bean

Diane Erhart: I had to look up "vanitas;" technically very 
good, great lighting, too busy for me.

Sheila Ruble: gorgeous lighting and carefully executed 
placement of objects. Overall impression is a bit busy, 
though

Lionel Tapia:  1st Place

Joseph O’Brien: Interesting. Lots to look at. 

Ross Magnuson: Like the lighting and technically well 
done.  Very busy.  Can see several simple pictures that 
could be made with items.

Laurie Gebhard: Many cool items!  Hard to choose a 
specific point of interest though.  This might be really 
interesting to print in a Triptych. 

Joseph O’Brien: Interesting. Lots to look at. 



Vanitas - Erin Bean

Larry Bean: Looking up the definition of the title you find 
that, “vanitas is a symbolic work of art showing the 
transience of life, the futility of pleasure, and the certainty of 
death, often contrasting symbols of wealth and symbols of 
ephemerality and death. Best-known are vanitas still lifes, a 
common genre in Netherlandish art of the 16th and 17th 
centuries.”  

Considering the history and origins of vanitas it would be 
logical that these historic painters used the classic methods 
of composition.   As I looked at this image, the 
compositional tool of the golden ratio is pretty obvious and 
does a good .job of representing the art form as 
photography. Second Place.

Miles City:  Menagerie of objects makes this photo very 
interesting to the eye and draws viewer in.  Good use of 

composition and color.



Wish I Still Had Legs – Lionel Tapia

Diane Erhart: Cute, whimsical. I like the thought of 
wanting to travel or move. Road adds a lot with the title.

Ross Magnuson: Like this picture a lot.  The theme is 
good, like how the subject is in focus and colorful.

Sheila Ruble: Fun, whimsical photo with great color and 
perfect placement of goat in image. Background just 
right—slightly out of focus while subject is tack sharp. 
Imaginative interpretation of still life! 

Miles City:  More a landscape than a still life, it 
does evoke emotion about journey of life.



Old Friends – Bob Ruble

Diane Erhart:  Good subject matter, lighting 
artfully placed, almost missed the duck on the 
bottom Honorable Mention

Sheila Ruble: beautiful lighting gives great 
vintage feel to photo.  Maybe crop out duck 
on the bottom as it tends to lead your eye out 
of the picture 

Joseph O’Brien: Nice lighting effect, but we 
find the photo to be pretty dark. 

Ross Magnuson: Like the theme and 
technique used.  Would like to see more of the 
gun and less of the box.  I would work with 
this some more.



Old Friends – Bob Ruble

Jerry Jacobs: This photo immediately captures your attention,
it has a visual impact that cannot be ignored. The 
composition is creative and matches the overall theme. The 
soft highlights help to focus the viewers’ attention on decoys, 
shotgun, and shells. There is no distracting or competing 
elements in the photo, and the artistic impression, as well as 
the overall story telling is superb. It would be a shame not to 
put this photo on the wall. Nicely done! 1st Place

Erin Bean: Very interesting subjects that are well selected.  
The use of texture and light give this image a very authentic 
feel. Personally, I find the texture and detail of the metal work 
and grip of the gun to be especially interesting and intricate 
and would have liked to see them more prominently featured 
in the shot. Honorable Mention

Miles City: Excellent example of the theme of still life; 
thoughtful, interesting composition. Superior use of 

color and texture. Honorable Mention



Notes of Romance – Jaye Butler

Diane Erhart:  Great idea, good lighting,  the 
rose creates a target with the top of the music 
and black

Sheila Ruble: Simple composition effective 
here. Red rose lends impact and black 
background perfect for this image

Joseph O’Brien: Has our vote for Honorable 
Mention. We did agree that sheet music might 
have looked better than book music. 

Lionel Tapia:  Honorable Mention



Notes of Romance – Jaye Butler

Ross Magnuson: Nice picture and composition.  Like the 
color against the music, may benefit from a vignette.

Erin Bean: The idea of the red rose in contrast with the 
black and white music is well taken.  I would suggest 
experimenting with different compositions and lighting 
techniques using your selected items.  Perhaps shooting 
from a different angle and capturing the leading lines on a 
diagonal would draw the viewer into the image and the 
black background wouldn’t be as ‘squared up’ with the 
music. Warmer directional lighting might make for 
interesting highlights and shadows and give a more 
‘romantic’ feel to the image.

Miles City:  Very impactful in its 
simplicity.  Good use of color and 

composition.  Clean, clear.  Great 

use of background to keep music 

part of the subject and not just a 

background. Honorable Mention



Ready to go – Gloria Allwin

Diane Erhart:  Great hat and cane, image needs something else to make it stand out

Sheila Ruble: Soft lighting adds to nostalgic feel. Red floor perfect accent touch

Joseph O’Brien: Very thoughtful composition. Perhaps we would experiment with the 
lighting. Has our vote for 3rd Place.

Ross Magnuson: Like the simplicity and what appears to be window lighting. May 
benefit from a slight vignette, may convert to B&W

Jerry Jacobs: What is not to like about this photo? Compositionally, it is the “best of the 
best.” This photo has a “uniqueness of concept” that is un-matched, and easily holds 
the viewer’s attention. The overall theme is consistent with the title, and the simplicity of 
the story that is being told adds to its authenticity. This photo would display nicely on 
anyone’s wall. Excellent job! 3rd Place



Ready to go – Gloria Allwin

Laurie Gebhard: Love the subject and appreciate the good composition.  
Wondering about adding a vignette? And I would’ve liked comparing this image 
with the same in Black & White. 3rd Place

Patrick McDonald: Honorable Mention

Erin Bean: The colors, textures, and patterns are really great in this image.  I like 
how the light plays across the quilt and onto the bed frame, cane, and hat.  I am 
unsure if the image would be improved or not overall, but I would be curious to 
see this with a wider crop so as to see the bottoms of the cane and bed post. 
Honorable Mention

Miles City:  Evokes another era in a simple and 
very impactful way.  Great composition.

Honorable Mention



All Eggs In One Basket
Ross Magnuson

Diane Erhart:  great lighting, color of the chest compliments the 
subjects, good title

Sheila Ruble: composition and lighting very good.  Simple theme 
well executed with clever title. 2nd Place

Lionel Tapia:  Honorable Mention

Laurie Gebhard: pleasant image, but no WOW factor.  Maybe a 
muted rustic pattern for the backdrop rather than black? 

Erin Bean: The lighting and focus on the chicken and rooster are 
well done. I feel like there could be a bit more contrast or shadow 
between the eggs on the left side to provide definition between the 
two shapes. 

Miles City:  Focus and lighting make this an 
interesting photo that invites the viewer to 

take time to experience all the colors and 

textures of the chickens that contrast with the 

smoothness of the eggs.  Nice placement 

with an artistic eye. Honorable Mention



Threeforks – Greg Sullivan

Diane Erhart:  Great background: texture-color, shadows add depth, good 
placement of forks for interest

Joseph O’Brien: Nice composition.Creative. Has our vote for Honorable Mention.

Sheila Ruble: simple, striking composition against perfect background. Maybe drop 
a bit off the left and decrease the purple highlight some. Honorable Mention

Ross Magnuson: Simple idea and like how the forks are positioned and the shadow 
created with the light.  Like to see it in B&W

Laurie Gebhard: I really like this... my kind of composition.  But sadly, no WOW factor 
to the forks.  I’m wondering if using 3 different styles of forks would be more 
interesting?  Maybe invoking some kind of emotion with a combination of old, 
modern, different color? 



Threeforks – Greg Sullivan

Patrick McDonald: I really like the simplicity and the lines of this image. A few 
things that may make it better would be to remove the glare on the forks just 
below the tines. And change the composition so the forks are more to the left 
edge, which would give the shadows more space at the center of the frame 
instead of being so close to the right edge.  1st Place

Miles City:  Very artistic use of simple, everyday objects.  Love the 
contrasting elements (metal and stone), and texture in the stone. 
3rd Place



Diane Erhart: Pretty, great lighting, the yellows set this image off. Sharp. Honorable Mention

Sheila Ruble: candles in foreground seem distracting. Rose could use more light on it. Gold light behind 
windows compliment  gold in candle holders

Joseph O’Brien: Personally, I like the backdrop, but find the composition a bit busy. 

Ross Magnuson: Very nicely done, good job.  Technically excellent and well thought out. Good theme, 
color harmony, focus, composition!  1st Place

Jerry Jacobs: This photo is a great example of the proper use of lighting technique. The tall candles 
highlight the scene and bring the eye of the viewer to their attention, while the small candles in front present 
a pleasing out of focus foreground element. Obviously, the photographer chose the background carefully, 
not only for its subtle and pleasing tones, but also for the straight-line form that complement the straight 
lines of the candles. This provides uniformity and richness to the scene. Also noticeable is the background 
lighting which fades from lighter in the bottom to darker at the top. This is an advanced skill not easily 
mastered but is certainly appreciated in this photo. This photo will easily compliment a wall that will 
promote its elegance and quality features. Honorable Mention

Laurie Gebhard: love the patterned background which adds to the common 

subject.  I would experiment with and without the tea lights in the foreground, 

as the focus is on the other items. 

Miles City:  Evokes a sense of warmth and light, good use 
of color to convey a feeling.  Good use of lighting and 

bokeh both in the foreground and background. 3rd PlaceGolden Light –
Patrick McDonald



IT'S WINE – THIRTY
Jerry Jacobs

Diane Erhart:  Beautiful, well done with the lighting. 1st Place tie

Sheila Ruble:  placement of cork perfect. Dash of red and green add 
welcome color. Might crop more off left but very impactful photo. 
Honorable Mention

Joseph O’Brien: Has our vote for First Place. Very nice. 

Ross Magnuson: Interesting picture, technically well done, would have 
like to seen a kiss of light where the wine is in the glass, cork color temp 
seems off

Laurie Gebhard: Love, love, love this technique!  But I couldn’t get past a 
couple things which made it my choice for second place.  As I admired 
the glass objects, my eyes kept straying toward the cork and then poof! 
Off the page.  Perhaps hiding the cork partially behind the bottle yet not 
taking command of the glass objects is a possibility?  Also, would’ve 
liked comparing this image with that of a tighter crop. 2nd Place



IT'S WINE – THIRTY
Jerry Jacobs

Patrick McDonald: I’m not sure if this is technically a still life. 
It may be more an abstract, but I really liked it anyway. 
Though it may have been better without the cork, which is 
somewhat of a distraction. 2nd Place

Erin Bean: The minimalism and use of reflection and color 
make for a visually striking image. I might consider cropping 
a bit on the left so the glass and bottle are not dead center 
and the cork placement  feels more visually balanced within 
the frame. Honorable Mention

Miles City:  Superior use of lighting, good 
composition, very artistic and impactful. 2nd Place



Hand - L - With Care – Jerry Jacobs

Diane Erhart:  Great title, interesting subject, creative,  
sharp. 4th Place

Sheila Ruble: Tack sharp, intriguing image. Excellent 
composition and lighting. 1st Place

Joseph O’Brien: We like the concept. 

Ross Magnuson: Nice job and great idea.  Technically well 
done.  Good center of interest, maybe crop a little to clean 
up the edges. Honorable Mention

Laurie Gebhard:  Love, love 

the subject!  Nice clarity and 

composition of the hands and 

camera.  A little too much 

negative space for my taste 

though.  I would like to see the 

image cropped and in a 

vertical format.  

Honorable Mention



Hand - L -
With Care –
Jerry Jacobs

Larry Bean: I like this image very much and think it works well in black and white. As 
my eye wandered through this image I was struck by how the right hand points to the 
left and the left to the lens which to me makes a composition using the golden spiral.  I 
wonder if the effect of the spiral to lead the eye through overall composition may have 
been enhanced if the model’s right arm could have been lowered so that the lace on 
the right hand would be located just a little behind the camera?  

Miles City: Interesting, good exposure and composition.  Special effects used create an impact. 1st Place

Erin Bean: The lighting, texture of the gloves and camera, and composition are really 

striking in this image. I might consider cropping down a bit on the black background, 

and perhaps experimenting with a square or vertical aspect ratio.  I would also 

recommend adding a fine point border in a lighter color so that the edges of your image 

aren’t lost when viewing in an application with a black background. Honorable Mention


